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The Jackie Morris Book of Classic Nursery Rhymes

A wonderfully illustrated and sumptuous collection of 
nursery rhymes for all ages, including many favourite rhymes 
as well as some that will be a delightful discovery. The 
beautiful and detailed watercolour paintings combine with 
over 40 rhymes to make this a unique treasury and lifelong 
possession.

9781913074050
HB £15.00 Otter-Barry Books

SIGNED BOOKPLATES AVAILABLE

Britannica All New Children’s Encyclopedia

The first new children’s Britannica encyclopedia to be 
published in more than eight years, with all-new material, 
specially commissioned illustrations, and created in 
collaboration with more than 100 experts.

POSTERS AVAILABLE. PLUS BOOK YOUR VERY OWN 
BRITANNICA QUIZ ! 

9781912920471
HB £25.00 What On Earth Books

9781782692942
HB £12.99 Pushkin

The Queen, The Princes and the Mermaid

A collection of Andersen’s most magical fairytales. These 
five renowned tales are some of the most enchanting and 
inspiring to spring from Hans Christian Andersen’s rich 
imagination. The book includes The Snow Queen, The Wild 
Swans, The Little Mermaid, The Nightingale and The True-
Hearted Tin Soldier.

‘A book of wonders and a wonderful book!’ - Anthony 
Horowitz

🔍 View the book trailer here

https://www.bouncemarketing.co.uk/9781913074050/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ufNZQoQK120
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ufNZQoQK120
https://www.bouncemarketing.co.uk/9781912920471/
https://www.bouncemarketing.co.uk/9781782692942/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UD2U9AfW_-g&feature=youtu.be
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The Deep

This hand-bound book has been silkscreen-printed by 
hand on recycled cotton paper. The marbling pattern 
on each cover is unique, and made by capturing colour 
on the surface of water at a moment in time. The form 
of the book takes the reader layer by layer into the 
depths of the ocean, unfolding into a large painting. 
The book itself is a work of art.

9788193984185
HB £35.00 Tara Books

9781782692867
HB £16.99 Pushkin

The Wanderer

A stunning wordless picture book telling the story of a brave 
little boat’s voyage across a fantastical seaworld. Full of 
intricate visual detail, children and adults of all ages will be 
fasinated and inspired.

MAKE YOUR OWN WANDERER ORIGAMI SHEET

‘Wonderfully strange and strangely wonderful... an epic 
dream captured in superbly meticulous detail.’ - Shaun Tan, 
author of The Arrival

🔍 Click here to look inside the book

🔍 Click here to look inside the book

9781912920150
HB £14.99 What On Earth Books

Amazing Islands

Discover 100 of the planet’s most magical islands - their 
wildlife, trees, diversity, people, treasures, and more - in 
this beautifully illustrated book. From islands that have 
been taken over by animals to disappearing islands, 
islands made of shells, artificial islands, and even islands 
that were once prison colonies, Amazing Islands is a 
whirlwind tour of some of the smallest land masses in the 
world. 

🔍 View the book trailer here

https://www.bouncemarketing.co.uk/9788193984185/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1DG04PYJ1sPGni6cfGSqZu2Pmof73RYFT/view?usp=sharing
https://www.bouncemarketing.co.uk/9781782692867/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qteL9Rrknxs
https://drive.google.com/file/d/14dBr_fPqdF6ZN4AaZntBTbYvGi691PGG/view?usp=sharing
https://www.bouncemarketing.co.uk/9781912920150/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MGxocAl51XE
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5-Minute Really True Stories for Bedtime

Go on a journey of wonder and learning in the five minutes 
before bedtime with this collection of true stories about 
sleep. With up-to-the-minute, expert information and 
stunning illustrations, this book is the ultimate brainy 
bedtime companion for young children.

9781912920648
HB £12.99 What On Earth Books

The Sleepy Pebble and Other Stories

A soothing collection of stories co-written by sleep specialist 
Alice Gregory and children’s book writer Christy Kirkpatrick, 
who have crafted these tales to incorporate mindfulness 
and other techniques that can aid relaxation. Coupled with 
dreamlike and calming illustrations, this treasury will make 
bedtime that bit easier.

POSTCARDS AND POSTERS AVAILABLE

9781911171812
HB £12.99 Flying Eye

9781786750860
HB £16.99 Palazzo

Peter Pan and Wendy

Robert Ingpen’s beautiful illustrations breathe new life into 
this most famous of modern fairy stories. Following his death 
in 1937, J.M. Barrie left his royalties in perpetuity to Great 
Ormond Street Children’s Hospital and this magnificent 
edition was published to commemorate the centenary of 
first publication and to continue to aid the fundraising. 

‘This is making bed time a lot less stressful.’ - Fearne Cotton

‘Fabulous! This book will make bedtime truly magical.’ - 
Joanna Lumley

🔍 View the trailer for the audio book here

https://www.bouncemarketing.co.uk/9781912920648/
https://www.bouncemarketing.co.uk/9781911171812/
https://www.bouncemarketing.co.uk/9781786750860/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OC160T7KzbY&feature=youtu.be
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Space Maps

A fantastic gift book guide to astronomy for any young 
space enthusiast written by physicist Laura Albanese. 
Journey through space as you study the stars and 
constellations before venturing out into the solar system and 
beyond.

9781912920556
HB £18.99 What On Earth Books

Child of Galaxies

Child of Galaxies is a thought-provoking and 
poignant picture book, celebrating the wonder, 
mystery and joy of what it means to be alive. 
For children who love to daydream, a gentle 
introduction to poetry, philosophy and asking 
the big questions.

9781912497423
HB £11.99 Flying Eye

9781776573004
HB £16.99 Gecko Press

Timeline Science and Technology

A visual introduction to our planet and society told through 
the history of our greatest inventions and the technology 
that has changed the world. In his signature playful style, 
Peter Goes illustrates the most fascinating technologies, 
from the first tools to the most specialized IT, from medical 
breakthroughs to the creation of YouTube.

‘A poetic ode to the universe that exists inside 
each child.'- Kirkus Reviews

‘With fully accessible chunks of fun and fascinating facts 
(...), and a gallery of (...) eye-catching illustrations to 
marvel at, there is a whole wide universe out there with 
secrets and mysteries to solve.’ - Lancashire Post

‘...Stunning...with its ribbons of pitchblack winding through 
subtly coloured, deeply involving pages...’ - The Guardian 
on Timeline: A Visual History of Our World

🔍 Read a Q&A with Peter Goes here

https://www.bouncemarketing.co.uk/9781912920556/
https://www.bouncemarketing.co.uk/9781912497423/
https://www.bouncemarketing.co.uk/9781776573004/
https://geckopress.com/timeline-science-and-technology-qa-with-peter-goes/
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The Most Beautiful Pieces of Classical Music

Part of the stunning Paper Theatre series, 
this book features integrated sound tabs 
and high-quality musical recordings and is 
the perfect gift for young music lovers. The 
accessible text gives details about the life of 
each composer and a featured piece of music 
accompanies each musical extract. Each 
page is a work of art with its unique pop-up 
paper cut design.

9782733886687
HB £20.00 Auzou

Music: A Fold-Out Graphic History

Follow this unique 2.5 metre fold-out timeline through the 
history of music from prehistoric flutes, through Mozart 
and Louis Armstrong to BTS and Beyoncé. All this and 
more features in this richly illustrated timeline of music from 
60,000 years ago to the present day.

9781999967932
HB £14.99 What On Earth Books

9789463049696
BB £7.99 Yoyo

Mozart Little Musical Wonder

A beautiful sound board book to introduce little ones 
to some great classical music. The book includes six 
world famous tunes to listen to over and over again. 
The beautiful illustrations full of colours will also 
encourage a synesthetic experience of the pieces.

‘A panoramic survey of noteworthy music and music 
makers, from bone flutes to Beyoncé.’ - Kirkus Reviews

CLICK HERE TO LOOK INSIDE THE BOOK🔍

🔍 View the book trailer here

https://www.bouncemarketing.co.uk/9781999967932/
https://www.bouncemarketing.co.uk/9789463049696/
https://www.bouncemarketing.co.uk/9782733886687/
https://bit.ly/auzou-paper-theatre
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TmedU1Mu5w0
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The Most Beautiful Pieces of Classical Music Orchestra

Before there were DJs, rock stars, pop groups and jazz 
trios, there was the orchestra. Whether it takes centre 
stage or brings performances and motion pictures to 
life, the orchestra is the magificent original voice of the 
west. Learn about all of the ingenious instruments that 
make up the orchestra and the luminary composers 
whose work has endured for centuries.

9781911171201
HB £14.99 Flying Eye

The Most Beautiful Ballets

Discover six of the most beautiful and well-
known ballets, brought to your own stage 
by Élodie Fondacci and Gemma Romàn in 
this beautiful book part of the Paper Theatre 
series. The wonderful world of classical dance 
and music is brought to life through amazing 
paper cut characters and scenes, but also 
through some of the most evocative and 
famous pieces of music.

9782733874165
HB £20.00 Auzou

CLICK HERE TO LOOK INSIDE THE BOOK

9782733888643
BB £14.99 Auzou

My Beethoven Music Book

Learn about the life and music of Beethoven, one of 
the world’s most celebrated composers, with this fun, 
illustrated sound book. Each double-page introduces 
a well-known piece of music along with fascinating 
details about its composition. 

‘The joy of poring over this book cannot be 
underestimated and it is an important addition to any 
library.’- The North Somerset Teachers Book Award

🔍
View the book trailer here

https://www.bouncemarketing.co.uk/9781911171201/
https://bit.ly/auzou-paper-theatre
https://www.bouncemarketing.co.uk/9782733874165/
https://www.bouncemarketing.co.uk/9782733888643/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TmedU1Mu5w0


 Alice in Wonderland and Through the Looking-Glass

This new edition contains the texts of both Alice’s Adventures 
in Wonderland and its sequel Through the Looking-Glass in a 
beautiful, clothbound flipped book - illustrated throughout 
in glorious colour. Floor Rieder’s gorgeous drawings are an 
original and fresh imagining of Alice’s topsy-turvy world.

9781782692843
HB £16.99 Pushkin

Savage Her Reply

The dark and witchy retelling of Irish legend The Children 
of Lir by the award-winning author of Tangleweed and 
Brine. Retold through the voice of Aife, Savage Her Reply is 
unsettling and dark, feminist and fierce, yet nuanced in its 
exploration of the guilt of a complex character. Voiced in 
Sullivan’s trademark rich, lyrical prose.

9781912417643 
HB £13.99 Little Island

9781786750808
HB £16.99 Palazzo

Black Beauty

Anna Sewell’s spirited story of the life of a horse has 
captivated generations of readers and Beauty’s 19th 
century world is gorgeously brought to life by Christian 
Birmingham’s vibrant artwork. This beautiful edition of 
the much-loved classic includes 50 stunning full colour 
illustrations that will capture the reader’s imagination.

‘Breathes new life into the Irish legend.’ - Observer

SIGNED BOOKPLATES AVAILABLE

CUSTOM ILLUSTRATED BOOKPLATES AVAILABLE

🔍 View the book trailer here
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https://www.bouncemarketing.co.uk/9781912417643/
https://www.bouncemarketing.co.uk/9781786750808/
https://www.bouncemarketing.co.uk/9781782692843/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IZwiqgHLuR8&feature=youtu.be
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The Art of Drag

A book like no other. Take a peek into the cultural 
phenomenon that is Drag, in this lusciously illustrated guide 
to the history of the phenomenon, from ancient theatre to 
the queens of RuPaul’s Drag Race. It’s the perfect coffee-table 
art book which will make a great gift this holiday season.

9781910620717
HB £18.99 NoBrow

An Illustrated History of UFOs

The perfect gift for anyone interested in countercultures, 
cults and conspiracy theories. In this beautifully illustrated 
guide, readers will uncover the history of UFOs, with clear 
separations between the science fiction and the facts.

9781910620694
HB £16.99 NoBrow

9781910620427
HB £16.99 NoBrow

Skip

In this epic tale of friendship, compassion and growth, Molly 
Mendoza’s stunning art and gripping storytelling immerses 
you in alternate worlds filled with mystical creatures and 
dazzling landscapes. Named one of the Best Comics of 2019 
by Kirkus Reviews and The Beat.

‘Wigs have never looked taller, nor eye shadow so excessive. 
The result is a truly fabulous combination history and gift 
book.’– Publishers Weekly

‘Skip is also amiable and gentle in a way that hearkens to 
the Moomins, and visual tone is as reminiscent of that Tove 
Jansson’s lovely work as the elements the narrative and 
characters. Mendoza’s artwork is a total revelation.’ 
- The Beat

‘With illustrations & details on everything from The 
Kecksburg Incident to the Pentagon’s search this is the 
perfect gift for a budding ufologist.’ – Rare Mags

https://www.bouncemarketing.co.uk/9781910620717/
https://www.bouncemarketing.co.uk/9781910620694/
https://www.bouncemarketing.co.uk/9781910620427/


I Ate Sunshine for Breakfast

From expert ecologist and educator Michael Holland, this 
illustrated compendium celebrates the plants in your life, 
from minty toothpaste to the floral names in your classroom. 
This comprehensive guide covers everything from the parts 
of a plant through to conservation, and also features DIY 
projects for young gardeners.

9781911171188
HB £14.99 Flying Eye

POS PACKS AVAILABLE

A Bear Named Bjorn

A collection of contemplative and comical stories from 
Bjorn’s forest for early readers. Bjorn’s thoughtful bear logic 
and small eccentricities are the heart of these mischievous 
chapters that are by turns contemplative and comical, odes 
to both nature and “human” nature.  

9781776572694
HB £9.99 Gecko Press

‘A compendium of plants so full of dazzling, delicious 
pictures that it’s like opening up a world-class garden in 
your hands.’ – The Guardian

‘There’s a flick of Moomins style to the simple but striking 
black line drawings, and echoes of Winnie-the-Pooh in 
the characters’ droll reflections, but Perret has a fresh and 
funny voice all of her own.’ - The Observer

Inside the Villains

An extraordinary pop-up book that reveals the secrets 
of the most famous fairytale villians: giants, wolves and 
witches. Lift the flaps to get right inside each villain and see 
what’s hidden— behind their ears, under their clothes, in 
their pockets, even the victim of their last meal waiting to be 
rescued.

9781776571987
HB £16.99 Gecko Press

400 mm x 270mm

‘In delicate interactive paper flaps within a wonderfully 
oversize book, Perrin explores the true characters of three 
archetypal villains: a wolf, a giant, and a witch. Each fiend 
receives a gatefold's worth of background information’ - 
Publishers Weekly
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https://www.bouncemarketing.co.uk/9781776572694/
https://www.bouncemarketing.co.uk/9781911171188/
https://www.bouncemarketing.co.uk/9781776571987/
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A Journey Through Greek Myths

Delve deep into the mythology of Ancient Greece in this 
stunning compendium of tales. From the heros of Athens 
and Sparta to gods and goddesses, take a magical 
illustrated journey through the Mediterranean. You’ll learn 
about the places where each story took place, and why 
myths matter.

9781911171577
HB £16.99 Flying Eye

‘This book would make a smashing present for an older 
child.’– Red Reading Hub

The Secret Lives of Mermaids

Dive in to discover all there is to know about mermaids in 
this beautifully illustrated book. But wait – if you thought 
mermaids were fantasy creatures who existed only in myth 
and fairytale, think again! New research has uncovered 
what a rich and varied group of beings they are.

9781911171874
HB £14.99 Flying Eye

‘Mixing description with facts about the geography, 
language, civilisation and art of this fairy-tale world, the 
book is completely captivating, as there is so much to read 
and discover.’– What I Read

The Ode to the Goddess of the Luo River

In a masterpiece of illustration, the young artist Ye 
Luying renders the ancient Chinese poem's lavish 
world by combining traditional Chinese painting styles 
with a contemporary graphic novel sensibility. With 
its high production values and amazingly-designed 
multi-page foldout spreads, this is a special book that 
will entice art lovers of all ages.

9789888341948
HB £30.00 Minedition

‘Lavish illustrations elevate this adaptation of a 
classic.’– Kirkus Reviews

https://www.bouncemarketing.co.uk/9781911171577/
http://
https://www.bouncemarketing.co.uk/9789888341948/
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The Night Before Christmas

This classic poem by Clement C. Moore is read on 
Christmas Eve by families all over the world. Re-discover 
Roger Duvoisin’s eye-catching interpretation from 1954, with 
a tall, narrow format just right for tucking into a Christmas 
stocking.

9781912650194
HB £12.99 Scallywag Press

A Christmas Carol

This classic seasonal tale of self-discovery has become one 
of Charles Dickens’s most famous and best-loved works. 
This volume also includes Dickens’s short story, A Christmas 
Tree, with its evocative description of the delights of the 
season, which provides perfect fireside reading once the gifts 
are unwrapped. With stunning, atmospheric illustrations 
that evoke Dickensian London at Christmas time, award-
winning artist Robert Ingpen has worked his wonders on this 
timeless tale.

9780955304644
HB £16.99 Palazzo

9782733861738
BB £6.99 Auzou

My First Animated Board Book: Merry Christmas

The perfect gift to celebrate Christmas with little ones. 
This book uses moving tabs and flaps to introduce children 
to early learning concepts. It’s also an amazing way for 
children to improve their fine motor skills and to learn first 
words on a variety of subjects.

‘Sure to charm generations of new readers.’ - Publishers 
Weekly

https://www.bouncemarketing.co.uk/9782733861738/
https://www.bouncemarketing.co.uk/9781912650194/
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The Girl Who Stole the Stars

This is a perfect alternative seasonal tale about 
friendship, love and happiness, and doing the right 
thing. When a little girl decides she wants a real star 
of her own she can’t resist taking them all. What 
she doesn’t realise is that taking the stars will have 
disastrous consequences for her and millions of other 
children around the world.

ACTIVITY SHEETS AND SIGNED POSTCARDS 
AVAILABLE9781999955670

PB £6.99 Little Door Books

9781910646311
HB £12.99 Old Barn Books

Little Hazelnut

A beautiful pop-up with a simple, charming text, illustrating 
the passing of the seasons in a woodland landscape. The 
stunnning graphic artwork in a limited colour palette and 
superb paper engineering make this a collectible for children 
and adults alike. Winner of the 2018 British Design and 
Production Award.

'One of the loveliest pop-up books you'll ever see.' - LRB 
bookshop on Instagram

Snowflakes: A Pop-Up Book

An enchanting explanation of the uniqueness of 
snowflakes supplemented by information about the 
real life Snowflake Man, Wilson A. Bentley, who was 
the first to photograph snowflakes, engages readers 
of all ages. Each of the seven spreads features fully 
illustrated pop-ups and delicate mixed media that are 
sure to surprise and delight.

9781623482633
HB £19.99 Jumping Jack Press

🔍 Click here to look inside the book

🔍 Click here to look inside the book

https://www.bouncemarketing.co.uk/9781999955670/
https://www.bouncemarketing.co.uk/9781910646311/
https://www.bouncemarketing.co.uk/9781623482633/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NkFxpIHxnuM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jVXtB-hl5wE
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* VAT included

9782733886632
HB £16.99 Auzou

My Carousel Book of Fairy Tales

A truly magical book that presents well-loved fairy tales 
in a fresh and original way. The delicate paper cuts will 
capture the imagination 
of young readers and 
provide a new way to 
explore stories. When fully 
open, the book creates an 
enchanting feature that 
can be kept on display 
using the pretty ribbon tie 
or neatly folded away.

My First Words Touch and Feel

These simple and familiar themes provide a gentle way to 
help young children learn their first words. Each page has a 
tactile centrepiece, surrounded by beautiful images for them 
to name. Featuring over 20 stimulating fabrics and textures to 
support children's early learning.

9782733864739
BB £12.99 Auzou

Flurry: A Mini Snowflakes Pop-Up Book

The intricate beauty of snowflakes is revealed in this amazing 
little pop-up book. It is an enchanting explanation of the 
uniqueness of snowflakes, which will engage readers of all 
ages. 

9781623486532
HB £12.99 Jumping Jack Press

CLICK HERE TO LOOK 
INSIDE THE BOOK🔍

https://www.bouncemarketing.co.uk/9782733886632/
https://auzou.co.uk/product/my-first-words/
https://www.bouncemarketing.co.uk/9781623486532/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iGlyKWKNbeU
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Dragon Book and 3D Model

A case decorated with foil contains a brightly 
coloured and easy-to-assemble dragon 

model and a 10-page book that tells a 
touching story.

9788830305014
BOX £14.99* Sassi

9788830305038
BOX £14.99* Sassi

The Medieval Castle Book and 3D Model

The castle is the symbol of an entire era: the Middle 
Ages. Construct the 3D model and 

read the stories of the castellans, 
knights and ladies. With a large 
model in sturdy cardboard that 
reproduces a medieval castle in 

the smallest details.

9788830302952
BOX £14.99* Sassi

Unicorn Book and 3D Model

Love unicorns? Build your very own unicorn with 
this stunning glittery gift box. The unicorn model 

is easy to assemble and great to play with. 
The box also contains a 10-page book with a 

magical story to inspire you to 
play.

CLICK HERE TO LOOK INSIDE THE 
BOOK🔍

CLICK HERE TO LOOK 
INSIDE THE BOOK🔍

CLICK HERE TO LOOK 
INSIDE THE BOOK🔍

https://www.bouncemarketing.co.uk/9788830305014/
https://www.bouncemarketing.co.uk/9788830302952/
https://www.bouncemarketing.co.uk/9788830305038/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HEVMACFGBJYuew3gVFlfTmenUK8l5Qiu/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ePHnEDyKlzACz_r71OJ7ay_vX1KKkRya/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ECV9j2wHvNKCeYoiMUZHqKiyYnkghTka/view?usp=sharing
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For all general sales enquiries contact 
Bounce head office: 

020 7138 3650  
sales@bouncemarketing.co.uk
www.bouncemarketing.co.uk 
twitter.com/bouncemarketing
facebook.com/bouncebooks
instagram.com/ bouncesalesandmarketing

USEFUL INFO

ORDERING
Orders can be sent directly to the distributor 
or placed with your Bounce Rep.

Grantham Book Services Ltd.
TEL. 01476 541 080 FAX. 01476 541 061 
EMAIL. orders@gbs.tbs-ltd.co.uk
NB: All prices and covers are subject to 
change without notice and some territory 
restrictions may apply in export markets

Cover artwork by
Helen Crawford-White

Click on the 
cover images 
of the books 

for more 
information

from The Queen, The Princes and the Mermaid 
9781782692942 HB £12.99 

Pushkin Children's


